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The age of imperialism summary

1. Imperialism FactorEconomicTechnological AdvancesSocial DarwinismPatterns of Imperialism2. British ImperialismControl of IndiaOpening from China as the MarketStrategic Route in Southeast Asia Africa and Suez3. Europe ResponseThe France in Southeast AsiaScramble for the AfricaGreat Games in Central Asia
of the Ottoman Empire4. Imperialism in The Latin American American Imperialism The Expansion of the United States WarOpening Japan for TradePanama Canal Imperialism was a period of time starting around 1870 when modern countries, somewhat advanced takes over underdeved areas, colonized them, or
influenced them to expand their own Although imperialistic practices have been around for thousands of years, the term Imperialism generally refers to the activities of countries such as the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the United States in the early 18th to the middle of the 18th century. LINKS TO
the Presentation of South Carolina StandardsStandard MWH-4: Students will show an understanding of the 17th and eighteenth century conflicts in Europe, America, Africa, and Asia. MWH-4.7 Describes disruptions in the West African government as a result of competition between European countries over the slave
trade. MWH-5 Standard: Students will show an understanding of the influence of ideas and technologies on the development of countries and empires in the sixteenth through the nineteenth century. MWH-5.4 Analyzes the relationship between the expanded world market economy and industrial development in Great
Britain, the United States, Germany, and Japan, including the shift in world demographics and brokerage and changes in class and race relations. Relations of MWH-5.6 Analyze Asia with European countries through 1800, including Japanese policy limit relations with foreigners. MWH-6 Standard: Students will
demonstrate an understanding of the creation of countries in Europe and the struggle by non-European countries to obtain and/or maintain sovereignty. MWH-6.6 Describes reaction in Asian government to Western ideas of nationalism, including india's nationalist movement, the Meiji era in Japan, and the Manchu
dynasty in China.Standard MWH-7: Students will show an understanding of the causes and consequences of global warfare in the first half of the MWH-7.5 Explaining the impact of the collapse of the imperias regime and the growing nationalist movement in India, Africa, and Southeast Asia, including the Pan-African
regime and the growing nationalist movement in India, Africa, and Southeast Asia, including the Pan-African regime and the newly emerging civilist movement. For other uses, see Imperialism (disambiguation). Policy or ideology extends the country's rule over foreign countries Part of a series of articles The concept of
the center of monarchMonarchismImperialism The Right of Dignity of KingsMandate of Heaven Realm Types American Legalist Composite Constitution Crowned Republic diarchy Dual Electives Emirates Etnarch Personal Union Personal Descendants of the Federation of Non-Rebels Popular Rebellion Tetrarch Triarchy
History Ottoman Trienio LiberalFirst 1910 French Liberal WarsSecond Empire Unification Italy Rehabilitation Austro-Hungary Compromise German Unification 5 October 1910 Revolution Of Republican Fame from 1932 Birth of the Italian Republic of Spain transition to Democracy Nobility Autocracy Chamberlain
Conservatism Despotism Dynasty List Enlightened absolutism Thomas Hobbes Legitimists Orléanist Oligarchy Peer Ranks Royalism Regicide Regnal number Royal family Style Ultra-royalists portalvte Part of the Political Spekrum Politics series Far-left Fartrum Center AradikCentre-right Party anarchist Socialist Platform
Internationalist Environmentalist Green Third Way Conservative Royalist Monarchist Nationalist Statist Kapitist Fascist Imperialist Party Kaderalis Party Catch-all Entrepreneurial Party Mass Party Leadership Party partisanOne-party Do Ruling Party Coalition Opposition Party Hung parliament Confidence and supplying
the Minority Government The Majority of The Great Coalition List of Ruling parties by the political parties of the political region portalvte Imperialism is the policy or ideology of expanding rule on citizens and other countries,[1] , through the egaticity of hard power especially the military forces, but also soft power. Although
related to the concept of colonialism and empire, imperialism is a different concept that can be applied to other forms of expansion and many forms of government. Expansion and destruction have existed throughout the history recorded by the states, with the earliest examples dating back to the third middle of the BC
millennial. However, the concept of imperialism arose in modern times, which was mainly linked to the colonial powers of 17th, the 18th, and the 19th and New Imperialism. Following the decolonization of European holdings, the concept has been expanded and has been widely used to identify and criticize various
policies and several states, including supposedly anti-imperias countries. Etymology and use find imperialism in Wiktionary, a free dictionary. The word imperialism is derived from the Latin word imperiality,[2] which means the highest power, sovereignty, or merely reigning. [3] It first became commonplace in the current
sense in Great Britain in the 1870s, when it was used with negative connotations. [4] Previously, the term was used to describe what it sees as a Napoleon III attempt to gain political support through foreign military intervention. [4] The term is primarily used to western and Japanese political and economic domination,
particularly in Asia and Africa, in the 19th and 20th centuries. The accurate meaning continues to be debated by scholars. Some authors, such as Edward Said, use the term more widely to describe any system of domination and subordination organized around imperial and persitional cores. [5] This definition
encompasses both nominal empires and neocolonialism. Colonialism versus imperialism of the Power of imperialism in 1800[6] The power of imperialism in 1898 The term imperialism was often developed with colonialism; However, many scholars are of the opinion that each has its own definition. Imperialism and
colonialism have been used to describe one's slack, mastery and influence on a person or a group of people. Robert Young writes that while imperialism operates from the center, is state policy and developed for ideology as well as financial reasons, colonialism is simply a development for solutions or commercial intent.
However, colonialism still includes aggression. [7] Colonialism in modern consumption also tends to imply the level of geographical separation between colonies and imperiacial powers. Notably, Edward Said distinguishes the difference between imperialism and colonialism by stating; Imperialism involves 'the practice,
theory and attitude of the metropolitan center that dominates the ruling territory away', while colonialism refers to 'implanting settlements in distant territory.' [8] Contiguous land empires such as Russia or the Ottomans were traditionally excluded from colonialism talks, although this began to change, as it was accepted
that they also sent residents to the territory they ruled. [8]:116 Imperialism and colonialism both determine the political and economic advantages of the land and the indigenous people they control, but scholars sometimes find it difficult to describe the differences between the two. [9]:107 Although imperialism and
colonialism focused on others, if colonialism refers to the process of a country taking other physical controls, imperialism refers to monetary politics and monetary monetary either officially or unofficially. Colonialism is seen as the architect decided how to start dominating the area and then imperialism could be seen as
creating the idea behind the conquest of cooperating with colonialism. Colonialism is when the imperialist nation begins a conquest of an area and can finally rule in areas of the previous country has been controlled. The core meaning of Colonialism is the exploitation of the country's precious assets and supplies
conquerors and the conquest country then benefits from damaging the war. [9]:170-75 The meaning of imperialism was to create an empire, conquering other state lands and therefore increasing its own dominance. Colonialism is a builder and preserve of colonial ownership in areas by residents coming from foreign



regions. [9]:173-76 Colonialism may change the social, physical, and economic structure of existing areas; it is not uncommon that the characteristics of conquering people are inherited by the conquered indigenous population. [9]:41 Some colonies remain isolated from their mother's country. Therefore, most will
establish separate nationalities or remain under the full control of their mother's colonies. [10] Soviet leader Vladimir Lenin suggested that imperialism was the highest form of capitalism, claiming that imperialism developed after colonialism, and distinguished from colonialism by monopoly capitalism. [8]:116 This idea
from Lenin emphasizes the importance of a new political world order has become in the modern era. Geopolitics are now focused on states becoming key economic players in the market; some states today are seen as empires because of their political and economic power over other countries. Europe's expansion
causes the world to be divided by how developed and developed countries are portrayed through the theory of the world system. The two main regions are core and pericheral. This core is comprised of high income and profit areas; percians are on the part of opposing the spectrum comprising low-income areas and
profits. These geo-political critical theories have led to an increased discussion on the meaning and impact of imperialism on the modern post-colonial world. Russian military entrance in Tiflis, November 26, 1799, by Franz Roubaud, 1886 Age of Imperialism Main Plan: International relations, 1648-1814 and international
relations Great Power (1814-1919) Age of Imperialism, timeframes began around 1760, saw european industrialized countries, engaged in colonial processes, influence, and other attachments[11] [12] Africa, divided into colonies under various European empires, c. 1913 Belgian Germany France Great Britain Italy
Portugal In British historians John Gallagher (1919-1980) and Ronald Robinson (1920-1999) argued that European leaders rejected notions that imperialism required formal legal control by one government over the colonial region. More important is the unofficial control of an independent area. [13] According to Wm.
Roger Louis, in their opinion, historians were sealed by formal empires and world maps with red territory. The vast majority of British emikaten, trade, and capital go to areas outside the official British Empire. The key to their thoughts is the idea of an empire 'unofficially if possible and formally if necessary.' [14] Oron Hale
said that Gallagher and Robinson saw British involvement in Africa where they found some capitalists, less capitalists, and not much pressure from traditional organizers who alleged colonial expansion. Cabinet decisions for attachments or not to attachments are made, usually on the basis of political or geopolitical
considerations. [15]:6 Looking at major empires from 1875 to 1914, there were mixed records in terms of profits. Initially, planners expect that the colony will provide an excellent captive market for manufactured goods. Apart from the Indian sub-continent, this is rare. By the 1890s, imperialists saw economic benefits
especially in the production of cheap raw materials to feed the domestic manufacturing sector. Overall, Great Britain is doing well in terms of profits from India, particularly Mughal Bengal, but not from most of its other empires. The Netherlands is doing well in the Eastern Indies. Germany and Italy get very little trade or
raw materials from their empire. France is doing a little bit better. The Belgian congo profited when it was a capitalist rubber farm owned and operated by King Leopold II as a private enterprise. However, the post-scandal scandal about very severely persecuted labor caused the international community to force the
Belgian government to take over in 1908, and it became much less profitable. The Philippines burdened the United States more than expected because of military action against the rebels. [15]:7-10 Because of the resources provided by imperialism, the world economy grew significantly and became more intertwilling in
the decades before World War I, making a lot of rich and prosperous imperial powers. [16] European expansion into territorial imperialism was largely focused on economic growth by gathering resources from the colony, in combination with the assumption of political control in a military and political manner. Indian
colonization in the mid-18th century offers an example of this focus: The British exploit Mughal's national political weakness, and, while military activity is important at various times, the establishment of the local economy and administration is also very important for the establishment of control over resources, markets,
and continental workforce. [17] Although a large number of colonies were designed to provide economic gains and send resources to home ports in the 17th and 18th centuries, D. K. Fieldhouse suggested that in the 19th and 20th centuries in places such as Africa and Asia, the idea was not necessarily valid:[18] The
modern empire was not built on artificial economic machines. Europe's second expansion is a complex historical process in which political, social and emotional forces in Europe and in periferars are more influential than calculated imperialism. Individual colonies may serve for economic purposes; collectively no empire
has any function, economy or vice versa. The empire only represents a certain phase in the ever-changing relationship in Europe with the rest of the world: analogy with industrial systems or investment in real estate is simply misleading. [9]:184 Over the years, European traders have the ability to roam high seas and
suitable surges from around the world (sometimes peaceful, sometimes violent) and concentrate on those in Europe. [19] British attacks on Canton during the First Opdu War, May 1841 European expansion were greatly accelerated in the 19th century. To obtain raw materials, Europe expands imports from other
countries and from colonies. European industrials are looking for raw materials such as dyes, cotton, vegetable oil, and metal ores from overseas. At the same time, industrialization quickly makes Europe a central center of manufacturing and economic growth, driving resource needs. [20] Communication became more
advanced during European expansion. With railway and telegraph inventions, it becomes easier to communicate with other countries and to extend the administration of the country of origin over its colonies. Steam trains and steam-driven sea shipments make it possible for quick and inexpensive transportation of large
quantities of goods to and form a colony. [20] Along with advances in communications, Europe has also continued to progress in military technology. European chemists make new explosives that make the artillery more lethal. By the 1880s, machine guns had become reliable battlefield weapons. This technology gives
European troops an edge over their opponents, as troops in less developed countries still struggle with arrows, swords, and leather armor (e.g. Zulus in South Africa during the 1879 Anglo-Zulu War). [20] Several military exemptions managed to get almost comparable to European expeditions and standards including
Ethiopian forces in the Battle of Adwa, and the Imperial Japanese Army, but this still depends heavily on weapons imported from Europe and often on European military advisers. Theory of academic studies Anglophones are often their theories on imperialism towards the British Empire experience. The term imperialism
was originally introduced into English in the present sense in the late 1870s by opponents of allegedly aggressive and most ostentatious prime minister Benjamin Disraeli's allegedly aggressive and most ostentatious Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli. Proponents of imperialism such as Joseph Chamberlain quickly fit the
concept. For some, imperialism sets the policy of idealism and philanthropy; others claim that it is characterized by political self-interest, and a growing number associate it with capitalist greed. In Imperialism: A Study (1902), John A. Hobson developed a highly influential interpretation of imperialism that evolved over his
belief that free enterprise capitalism had a negative impact on the majority of the population. In Imperialism he argued that overseas empire funding drained the money needed at home. It is invested overseas because lower wages are paid to workers abroad made for higher profits and higher rates of return, compared to
domestic wages. So even if domestic wages remain higher, they don't grow almost as quickly as possible otherwise. Exporting capital, she concluded, put the lid on domestic wage growth in domestic living standards. By the 1970s, historians such as David K. Fieldhouse[21] and Oron Hale could argue that the Hobsonian
foundation had been almost completely demolished. [15]:5-6 British experience failed to support it. However, the European Socialists took Hobson's ideas and made it their own theory of imperialism, especially in Lenin's Imperialism, the Highest Level of Capitalism (1916). Lenin describes Imperialism as the closure of
the world market and the end of capitalist free competition arising from the needs of the capitalist economy to constantly expand investment, materials resources and manpower in such a way that requires colonial expansion. Then marxist theorists echoed the concept of this imperialism as a structural feature of
capitalism, which described the World War as an inter-imperiarus battle to control external markets. The Lenin deal became a standard textbook that grew until the collapse of communism in 1989-91. [22] Some theorists on the non-Communist left have emphasized the structural or systemic character of imperialism.
Such a writer has expanded the term-related period so that it now sets out non-policy, or short space of the decade in the late 19th century, but a widespread world system over a centuries- period, often returned to Christopher Columbus and, in some accounts, to Crusades. Since the use of this term has evolved, its
meaning has been along five different axes but often parallel: morals, economics, systemic, cultural, and temporary. Those changes reflect—among other things in reliability—a growing discomfort, although greatly distant distant, with such power disservice, in particular, Western powers. [23] Historians and political
theorists have long debated the corridors between capitalism, classes and imperialism. Much of the debate was pioneered by theorists such as J. A. Hobson (1858-1940), Joseph Schumpeter (1883-1950), Thorstein Veblen (1857-1929), and Norman Angell (1872-1967). Although these non-Marxist writers were their most
prolific before World War I, they remained active in years of war. Their work combination informed the study of imperialism and its impact on Europe, as well as contributing to reflections on the rise of military political complexes in the United States from the 1950s. Hobson argues that domestic social reforms can cure
international imperialism diseases by eliminating its economic fundamentals. Hobson theorized that state intervention through taxation could increase broader consumption, create wealth, and promote peaceful, tolerant, multipolar world orders. [24] Walter Rodney, in his 1972 classic How Europe Underdeveloped Africa,
suggested the idea that imperialism was the phase of capitalism in which western European capitalist countries, The US, and Japan established political, economic, military and cultural hegemony over other parts of the world that were initially at a lower level and therefore unable to oppose [26] As a result, Imperialism for
years embraced the rest of the world - one part that became exploitation and the other exploited , one part that is dominated and the other acts as overlords, one part makes policy and the other depends. [26] Imperialism has also been identified in newer phenomena such as space development and the context of its
administration. [27] The issue of Orientalism and imperial control of imaginative geographical, regional and cultural, justified through discourse on the understanding of imperialism about different spaces. [28] Conceptually, the embedded geography explains the limitations of understanding the imperias of society (human
reality) of different spaces inhabited by non-Europeans Others. [28] In Orientalism (1978), Edward Said said that the West developed the concept of The Orient—geographically hybridized in the Eastern world—which serves as an important discourse representing ethnic diversity as well as the social realities of the
Eastern world. [29] That by reducing the East into cultural essence, imperial discourse uses venue-based identity to create cultural differences and psychological distances between Us, the West and Them, the East and between Here, in the West and There, in the East. [30] That cultural dismissal was very pronounced
in the books and drawings of the early Oriental study, the European exam orient, misinterpreting the East as irrationally rational backwards, contrary to the rational and progressive West. [28] [31] Defines the East as a negative vision of the Western world, because it is lower, not only increases the sense of western self,
but is also a way to order the East, and makes it known to the west, so that it can be dominated and controlled. [33] Therefore, Orientalism is the only ideological justification of early Western imperialism—a body of knowledge and ideas that rationalizes the social, cultural, political, and economic control of others, not
whites. [30] [8]:116 Cartography See also: Cartographic propaganda One of the main tools used by imperialite is cartography. Cartography is art, science and technology making maps[34] but this definition is problematic. It implies that the map is an objective representation of the world when in reality they serve in a very
political way. [34] For Harley, the map serves as an example of foucault's concept of power and knowledge. To better describe this idea, Bassett devoted his analysis of the role of the 19th century map during the scramble for Africa. [35] He stated that the map contributed to the empire by promoting, assisting, and
endorsing the extension of French and British power to West Africa. [35] During his analysis of the 19th-century cartographic technique, he highlighted the use of empty space to mark unknown or uninstated territory. [35] This provides incentives for imperial and colonial power to obtain information to fill up free space on
contemporary maps. [35] Despite the advanced cartography process through imperialism, further analysis of their progress reveals many tendencies associated with eurocentrism. According to Bassett, [n]19th-century settlers typically ask African citizens to sketch maps of unknown areas on the ground. Most of these
maps are highly regarded for their accuracy[35] but are not printed in Europe unless Europeans confirm it. The Ottoman war of expansion in Europe of Imperialism in pre-modern times was common in the form of expansion through vassalage and conquest. One such empire is the Roman Empire, a nomineer of
imperialism. Cultural imperialism The concept of cultural imperialism refers to the cultural influence of one dominant culture over others, that is, a form of soft power, which changes the view of the moral, cultural, and societal world of the subordinate country. This means that more than just music, television or movies are
popular with young people; on the other hand that a population changes its own expectations of life, it is desirable for their own country to be more like a foreign country described. For example, a reflection of an American lifestyle lavish in a Dallas soap opera during the Cold War changed the expectations of Romanians;
the more recent is the influence of a series of South Korean dramas smuggled in North Korea. The importance of soft power is not lost on authoritarian authoritarian combating such influences by bans on foreign popular culture, controlling the internet and unauthorized satellite dishes etc. Not even the recent use of
culture, as part of the local elite of Roman imperialism will be exposed to the benefits and grandeur of Roman culture and lifestyle, with the aim that they will then become willing participants. Imperialism has been subjected to moral or immoral censorship by its critics[which?], and thus this term is often used in
international propaganda as pejorative for expansionary and aggressive foreign policy. [36] Mandarin justifications stunned in the Manchu robe behind, with Queen Victoria (British Empire), Wilhelm II (German Empire), Nicholas II (Russian Empire), Marianne (Third Republic of France), and samurai (Japanese Empire)
stabbing into a cake king with Chine (China Picture) Stephen Howe has summarized his views on the beneficial effects of the colonial empire: At least some great modern empire - British, French, Austro-Hungary, Russia, and even the Ottomans - have good that has been too easy to forget. They provide stability,
security, and legal order for their subjects. Those constraints, and at their best, try to skip, ethnic or religious antagonists who are potentially saving among the people. And the aristocracies who rule most of them are often far more liberal, humane, and cosmopolitan than their supposedly more democratic successors. [37]
The controversial aspects of imperialism were defensive and justification for the construction of the empire based on seemingly rational grounds. In ancient China, Tianxia marked land, space, and the Divine constituencies were appointed Emperor by the principles of universal order and well defined. The land centre was
directly distributed to the Imperial Court, formed a world view center based in imperial courts and went focused on key and small officials and then ordinary citizens, tributary countries, and eventually ended up with barbarians. The idea of a Tianxia hierarchy gives The Chinese a special and justified position through the
promise of order and peace. A. A. Hobson identifies this justification on general grounds as: It is desirable that the earth should be compared, administered, and developed, as far as possible, by the people who can do this work as best as possible, that is, by the highest race of 'social competence'. [39] Many more argue
that imperialism should be for a number of different reasons. Friedrich Ratzel believes that in order to compatible with a country survive, imperialism is needed. Halford Mackinder feels that Great Britain needs to be one of the biggest imperialies and by desirable imperialism. [8] The scientific nature of Social Darwinism
and racial theory forms the supposed rationale imperialism. Under this doctrine, French politician Jules Ferry could declare in 1883 that the superior Nation had the right, because they had an obligation. They have an obligation to reconcile the lower race. [40] The superior racially racist colonial rhetoric appears to have
achieved its purpose, for example across white Latin America is still valuable today and various forms of blanqueamiento (whitening) are commonplace. The Royal Geographical Society of London and other geographical associations in Europe have a huge influence and are able to fund tourists who will return with the
story of their findings. [8]:117 This society also serves as a space for tourists to share these stories. [8]:117 Political geographies such as Friedrich Ratzel of Germany and Halford Mackinder of Britain also support imperialism. [8]:117 Ratzel believes expansion is needed for national survival while Mackinder supports
Britain's imperial expansion; both arguments dominate discipline for decades. [8]:117 Geographical theories such as environmental determinism also suggest that the tropical environment creates people who are not civilized who need European guidance. [8]:117 For instance, American geographer Ellen Churchill
Semple argued that although humans came from tropes they were only able to become completely human in the middle zone. [41]:11 Tropical could be in line with Edward Said's Orientalism as another east west construction. [41]:7 According to Said, orientalism enables Europe to establish itself as a top person and the
norm, which justies its dominance over the consolidated Orient. [42]:329 Technology and economic efficiency are often improved in territories that are subject to imperialism through road construction, other infrastructure and the introduction of new technologies. The principles of imperialism are often common to the
policies and practices of the British Empire during the last generation, and results rather than by diagnosis than with a historical description. [43] British imperialism in some carefully populated territories appears to have used the now-termed principle of Terra nullius (a Latin expression stemming from Roman law which
means 'no human land'). The Australian nation serves as a case study in relation to British settlements and the colonial rule of the continent in the 18th century, which arguably based on the terra nullius, as its settlers consider it not to be used by its natives. Environmental determination The concept of environmental
determination serves as a moral justification for mastering certain territories and citizens. The school of environmental determinants of the thought holds that environment in which certain people live defining the behavior of those people; And it confirms their dominance. For example, the Western world sees people living
in a tropical environment as therefore, justify colonial control as a mission of civilization. Across three major waves of European colonialism (the first in America, the second in Asia and the last in Africa), environmental determination serves to categorically put indigenous people in a racist hierarchy. This takes two forms,
orientalism and tropicalism. Some geographical scholars under the colonial empire divided the world into climate zones. These scholars believe that Northern Europe and the moderate mid-Atlantic climate produce hard-working, moral, and passionate human beings. Instead, the tropical climate allegedly ousted lazy
attitudes, sexual promiscuity, exotic culture, and moral degeneration. These climate people are believed to need guidance and intervention from the European empire to assist in administering a more expanded social structure; they are seen as incapable of that. Similarly, orientalism can promote people's views based on
their geographical location. [44] The main article of anti-imperialism: Anti-imperialism This section requires expansion. You can help by adding it. (June 2020) Anti-imperialism gained wide currency after the Second World War and at the beginning of the Cold War as a political movement in european power colonies
promoted national sovereignty. Some anti-imperialist groups that oppose the United States support the powers of the Soviet Union, as in Guevarism, while in Maoism this is criticized as social imperialism. Imperialism by the Austrian-Hungarian state Play article: Austro-Hungary Empire This section requires expansion.
You can help by adding it. (April 2020) Belgian main article: The Belgian Empire This section requires expansion. You can help by adding it. (April 2020) Main Article of Brazil: Brazilian Empire This section requires expansion. You can help by adding it. (July 2020) Main Articles of Britain: The Historiography of the British
Empire and the Tipu British Empire, Sultan Mysore, an ally of Napoleone Bonaparte, confronted the British East India team at the Siege of Srirangapatna, where he was killed. The final results of the Boer War were the attachment of the Boer Republic to the British Empire in 1902. England's imperial ambitions can be
seen as early as the 16th century as the Tudor conquest of Ireland began in the 1530s. In 1599 the British East India company was established and marketed by Queen Elizabeth the following year. [9]:174 With the establishment of trade posts in India, the British were able to maintain strength compared to other empires
such as the Portuguese who established trade positions in India. [9]:174 Scotland Between 1621 and 1699, the Scottish Government allowed several colonies in America. Most of these colonies are either dropped or collapsed quickly for various reasons. Great Britain Di Union Act 1707, 1707, and the Scottish
government combined, and their colonies collectively became subject to Great Britain (also known as the United Kingdom). In 1767, the Anglo-Mysore War and other political activities caused the exploitation of the East India Company to cause a local economy, almost bringing the company into bankruptcy. [45] By 1670
Britain's imperial ambitions were good because he had colonies in Virginia, Massachusetts, Bermuda, Honduras, Antigua, Barbados, Jamaica and Nova Scotia. [45] Due to the vast ambitions of imperiality in European countries, Britain has several clashes with France. The competition is evident in the colonization of
what is now known as Canada. John Cabot claimed Newfoundland for the British while the French established a colony along the St. Lawrence River and claimed it to be The New France. [46] Britain continued to grow by colonizing countries such as New Zealand and Australia, both of which were not vacant lands
because they had their own locals and cultures. [9]:175 Britain's nationalism movement is evident by the creation of Commonwealth countries where there is a shared nature of the country's identity. [9]:147 Following proto-industrialization, the First British Empire was based on mercantilism, and involved colonies and
strongholds mainly in North America, the Caribbean, and India. Its growth was reversed by the loss of the American colony in 1776. Britain made compensation gains in India, Australia, and in building an economic empire was not formative through trade and financial controls in Latin America after the independence of
the Spanish and Portuguese colonies in about 1820. [47] By the 1840s, Britain had adopted a highly successful free trade policy that gave dominance in most of the world trade. [48] After losing his first Empire to America, Britain then turned its attention towards Asia, Africa, and the Pacific. Following France's Napoleonic
defeat in 1815, Britain enjoyed an almost unchenged century of forgiveness and expanded its imperial holdings around the world. Unchattended at sea, British domination was later described as Pax Britannica (British Peace), a relative peace period in Europe and the world (1815-1914) in which the British Empire
became a global hegemony and practiced the role of global police personnel. However, this peace is mostly seen from Europe, and that period is still a series of war and barely disturbed colonial disputes. India's British conquest, its intervention against Mehemet Ali, the Anglo-Burmese War, the Crimean War, the Opdu
War and scramble for Africa to name the most notable military-proponent conflict that was meaningful enough to press Britain ahead in the conquest Europe presided over throughout the centuries. [51] Smoke rises from an oil tank next to the Suez Canal during the initial Anglo-French offensive in 2013. 5 November
1956 In the early 19th century, the Industrial Revolution began to transform Britain; at the time of the Great Exhibition in 1851 the country was described as a world workshop. [53] The British Empire grew including India, large parts of Africa and many other regions around the world. Alongside official control it is
implemented on its own colony, the British domination of many world trade means that it effectively controls the economy of many regions, such as Asia and Latin America. [55] Domestically, political attitudes favoured free trade and laissez-faire policies and the gradual widening of the voting franchise. In this century, the
population grew at a dramatic rate, accompanied by rapid urbanisation, causing significant social and economic stress. [56] To find new markets and sources of raw materials, the Conservative Party under Disraeli launched an imperious expansion period in Egypt, South Africa, and elsewhere. Canada, Australia, and
New Zealand became self-governing dominance. [57] A detailed British empire map in 1910, marked in traditional colour for imperial British dominance on the resurgence map came in the late 19th century with the Scramble for Africa and a major addition in Asia and the Middle East. The spirit of British imperialism is
expressed by Joseph Chamberlain and Lord Rosebury, and executed in Africa by Cecil Rhodes. Pseudo-science Social Darwinism and racial theories form the basis of ideology and legitimacy at the moment. Other influential spokespersons include Lord Cromer, Lord Curzon, General Kitchener, Lord Milner, and writer
Rudyard Kipling. [59] The British Empire is the largest Empire the world has ever seen in terms of landmass and population. Its power, both military and economic, remained unmatched for decades. After the First Boer War, the Republic of South Africa and the Orange Free State were recognized by Britain but were
eventually re-annued after the Second Boer War. But British power is fading, as the reunited German state founded by the Prussian Government poses a growing threat to Britain's dominance. As of 1913, Britain was the fourth economy in the world, behind the United States, Russia and Germany. The Irish War of
Independence in 1919-1921 led to the сreation Ireland's Independent State. But Britain gained control of former German and Ottoman colonies with the mandate of the Nations League. Britain now has an ongoing controlled territory line from Egypt to Burma and another from Cairo to Cape Town. However, this period is
also one of the emergence of the independence movement based on nationalism and the new experience the colonialists have gained in war. World War II uneasyly undermines Britain's position in the world, particularly in terms of Decolonization movements arise almost everywhere in the resulted in independence and
indian partitions in 1947 and the establishment of independent countries in the 1950s. British imperialism demonstrated its frustration in Egypt during the Suez Crisis in 1956. However, with the United States and the Soviet Union emerging from World War II as the sole superpower, Britain's role as forces around the world
deteriorated significantly and rapidly. [60] China's Main article: Chinese Imperialism Sees also: The Tang Dynasty in Asia In, the Yuan dynasty in Inner Asia, and the Qing dynasty in The Asian Inner's Map of China Growth under Qin Dynasty China is one of the oldest empires in the world. Due to its long history of
imperial expansion, China has been viewed by its neighboring countries as a threat because of its large population, giant economy, large military forces and its territorial evolution throughout history. Beginning with China's consolidation under the Qin dynasty, then the Chinese dynasty continues to follow its form of
expansion. [61] The Qing ca. 1820 Empire, marking the time when Qing began to rule these areas. The most successful Chinese imperial dynasty in terms of territorial expansion is the Han, Tang, Yuan, and Qing dynasty. Danish Main Article: Danish overseas colonies abroad colony that Denmark-Norway (Denmark
after 1814) had from 1536 to 1953. On its axis there are colonies on four continents: Europe, North America, Africa and Asia. In the 17th century, following territorial losses in the Scandinavian Peninsula, Denmark-Norway began developing colonies, forts, and trade posts in West Africa, the Caribbean, and the Indian
subcontinent. Christian IV first began a policy of expanding Danish-Norwegian overseas trade, as part of a sweepy mercantilist wave of Europe. Denmark-Norway's first colony was established in Tranquebar on India's southern coast in 1620. Admiral Ove Gjedde led an expedition that established the colony. After 1814,
when Norway was raided into Sweden, Denmark maintained what remained of Norway's great medieval colonial holdings. One by one smaller colonies have disappeared or sold. Tranquebar was sold to the British in 1845. The United States bought Danish West Hindi in 1917. Iceland became independent in 1944.
Today, the only remaining vestiges are two Norwegian colonies currently in The Danish Realm, the Faroe Islands and the Greenland; The Faroes were Danish district until 1948, while Greenland's colonial status erupt in 1953. They are now autonomous regions. [62] France's main article: The map of the first (green) and
second French colonial empire (green) and second (blue - familiar and hatched) French colonial empire In the 16th century, American French colonialism began with the creation of New France. It was followed by the trade posts of the East India Company in Africa and Asia in the 17th century. France had its first
colonization from 1534 to 1814, including New France (Canada, Acadia, Newfoundland and Louisiana), French West Indies (Saint-Domingue, Guadeloupe, Martinique), French Guiana, Senegal (Gorée), Mascarene Islands (Mauritius Islands, Réunion) and France The second colonial empire began with the conquest of
Algiers in 1830 and came to largely end with the granting of independence to Algeria in 1962. [63] The history of French imperialism was marked by many wars, large and small, and also with vital assistance to France itself from colonialists in world war. [64] France dominated Algeria in 1830 but began in earnest to
rebuild its empire worldwide after 1850, concentrating primarily in North and West Africa (North Africa France, France's West Africa, France's Equatorial Africa), as well as Southeast Asia (France Indochina), with other conquests in the South Pacific (New Caledonia, France also twice trying to make Mexico a colony in
1838-39 and 18-39. French posters on the French Republican Madagascar War, initially hostile for the empire, only became an endorsement when Germany began building its own colonial empire. As developed, the new empire took up a trading role with France, supplying raw materials and purchasing manufactured
goods, as well as lending prestige to the homeland and spreading French and Catholic civilizations and language. It also provides an important workforce in both World Wars. [65] It became a moral justification for lifting the world up to French standards by bringing Christian and French cultures. In 1884, a prominent
exponential colonialist, Jules Ferry declared France had a civilization mission: The higher nation had rights over lower races, they had a duty to foreamadify the lower. [66] Full citizenship rights - assimilation - are offered, despite the fact that assimilation is always on the far horizon. [67] In contrast to Britain, France sent
a small number of settlers to its colony, with the only notable exclusion of Algeria, where French settlers always remained a small minority. In the 19th and 20th centuries, the French colonial empire was the second largest colonial empire in the world behind the British Empire, extending over 13,500,000 km2 (5,212,000
square miles) at its peak in the 1920s and 1930s. France dominated 1/10 land areas of the Earth, with a population of 150 million people on the eve of World War II (8% of the world's population at the time). [68] In World War II, Charles de Gaulle and the French Independent used overseas colonies as bases from where
fighting to free France. However, after 1945 the anti-colonial movement began challenging the Empire. France fought and lost a bitter war in Vietnam in the 1950s. Whereas they won the war in Algeria, de Gaulle decided to Algerian independence was in 1962. French settlers and many local supporters moved to France.
Almost all French colonies gained independence by 1960, but France maintained great financial and diplomatic influence. It has repeatedly sent troops to help its former colonies in Africa in suppressing abuse and coup d'état. [69] The french colonial officer's education policy, influenced by the revolutionary ideals of
equality, standard schools, curriculum, and teaching methods as much as possible. They did not establish a colonial school system with the idea of furthering the ambitions of local citizens, but instead only exported systems and methods in voice in the mother's country. [70] Having a lower medium-trained bureaucracy is
a huge use to colonial officials. [71] The emerging French-educated indigenous elite saw little value in educating rural residents. [72] After 1946 the policy was to bring the best students to Paris for further training. The result is to sink the next generation of leaders in the growing anti-abuse diaspora based in Paris.
Impressed occupiers can mingle with studious scholars or radical revolutions or everything in between. Ho Chi Minh and other young radicals in Paris formed the Communist Party of France in 1920. [73] Tunisia was extraordinary. The colony was administered by Paul Cambon, who built an education system for
colonialists and natives similarly modeled closely in mainland France. He emphasized the education of women and vocation. Ahead of independence, the quality of Tunisian education almost likened that in France. [74] African nationalists rejected such a public education system, which they regarded as an attempt to
inhibit African development and maintain colonial proof. One of the first demands of the emerging nationalist movement after World War II was the introduction of a full metropolitan-style education in France's West Africa with a promise of equality with Europeans. [75] In Algeria, the debate was condemned. France
established schools based on French scientific and cultural methods. Pied-Noir (Catholic immigrants from Europe) welcomed this. Those goals were rejected by the Moslem Arabs, who cost their own mental equities and religious traditions. The Saudis refused to become patriotic and cultured France and the united
education system was impossible until Pied-Noir and their Arab allies became exile after 1962. [77] In South Vietnam from 1955 to 1975 there were two competing colonial powers in education, as France continued their work and the Americans moved in. They sharply disagree with the goal. French educators seek to
French culture among the Vietnamese elite and relying on Mission Culturelle - the heir to the direction of the colonial education - and the prestigious high school. Americans looked at a large mass of people and seeks to make South Vietnam a country strong enough to stop communism. Americans have more money, as
USAID coordinates and funds the activities of specialist teams, and particularly academic missions. France deepens the American aggression of their historical zone of cultural imperialism. [78] Germany's main article: The German colonial empire of the German colonial empire, the third largest colonial empire in the 19th
century after british and French[79] German expansion into Slavic soil began in the 12-13th century (see Drang Nach Osten). Drang Nach Osten's concept is a core element of German nationalism and a key element of Nazi ideology. However, Germany's involvement in the seizure of overseas territory was ignored until
the end of the 19th century. Prussia united other states into the second German Empire in 1871. His chancellor, Otto von Bismarck (1862-90), long opposed the acquisition of colonialists, arguing that the burden of securing, maintaining, and defending such ownership would outweigh any potential benefits. He felt that
the colony did not pay for themselves, that the German bureaucratic system would not work well in the tropics and diplomatic disputes over the colony would distract Germany from its central interest, Europe itself. [80] However, public opinion and elite opinion in Germany demanded colonies for international prestige, so
Bismarck had to be obliged. In 1883-84 Germany began building a colonial empire in Africa and the South Pacific. [82] The establishment of the German colonial empire began with Germany's New Guinea in 1884. [83] German colonies include current territories in Africa: Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi, Namibia, Cameroon,
Ghana and Togo; in Oceania: New Guinea, solomon islands, Nauru, Marshall Islands, Mariana Islands, caroline Islands and Samoa; and in Asia: Tsingtao, Chefoo and Jiaozhou Bay. The Versailles deal makes them a temporarily run mandate by an Allies victory. [84] Germany also lost part of the Eastern region that
became part of Poland freed as a result of the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. Finally, the Eastern province captured in the Middle Ages was torn from Germany and became part of Poland and the USSR as a result of a restructuring of the territory established by the superpower Potsdam conference in 1945. Main Article of
Italy: The Italian Empire of the Italian Empire in 1940 the Italian Empire (Impero italiano) consists of overseas ownership of the Italian Government especially in northeastern Africa. It started with a purchase in 1869 of the Gulf of Assab in the Red Sea by an Italian navigation company that intends to set up a coal station
by the time the Suez Canal opened Navigation. [85] This was taken over by the Italian government in 1882, becoming modern Italy overseas territories. [86] By the beginning of the First World War in 1914, Italy acquired in Africa the Eritrean colony on the coast of the Red Sea, large protectors and subsequent colonies in
Somalia, and power in former Ottoman Tripolitania and Cyrenaica (obtained after the Italo-Turkish War) which was later confirmed outside Africa, Italy owned the Dodecanese Islands off the coast of Turkey (following the Italian-Turkish War) and small concessions in Tianjin in China During the First World War, Italy
occupied southern Albania to prevent it from falling to Austria-Hungary. In 1917, it established a protector over Albania, which remained until 1920. [87] The powerful Fascist government with Benito Mussolini in 1922 sought to increase the size of the Italian empire and to meet the demands of members of Italian
irredentists. In Ethiopia's second invasion of 1935-36, Italy succeeded and it combined its new conquest with an older east African colony to create Italy's East Africa. In 1939, Italy invaded Albania and inserted it into the Fascist country. During the Second World War (1939–1945), Italy occupied British Somaliland, parts
of southeast France, western Egypt and most of Greece, but then lost african conquests and colonies, including Ethiopia, to allied forces invading by 1943. It was forced in a 1947 peace deal to vent sovereignty over all its colonies. It was given the trust to administer the former Italian Somaliland under the supervision of
the United Nations in 1950. When Somalia became independent in 1960, Italy's eight-decade experiment with colonialism ended. [88] [page required] Japanese Main Article: Japanese Empire and List of territories occupied by the Japanese Imperial Sphere of East Asia's Joint Prosperity Sphere in 1942 Japanese
Marines were ready to land in Anqing China in June 1938. For over 200 years, Japan retained its feudal society during relative isolation periods from around the world. However, in the 1850s, military pressure from the United States and other world forces outperformed Japan to open itself into global markets, causing an
end to the nation's isolation. The period of conflict and political revolution was followed by socioeconomic uncertainty, ending in 1868 with the reunification of political power under the Japanese Emperor during the Meiji Rehabilitation. This triggered a rapid industrial period driven in part by Japan's desire for self-
affordability. In the early 1900s, Japan was a naval force that could hold itself against established European power as it defeated Russia. [90] Although the population is increasing and the industrialized economy is growing, Japan has which is relatively few and does not have significant natural resources. As a result, the
country turns to imperialism and expansion in part as how to compensate for this shortcoming, adopting the national motto of Fukoku kyōhei (富国強兵, Enriching the state, strengthening the military). [91] And Japan is eager to take every opportunity. In 1869 they took advantage of the rebel defeat of the Republic of Ezo
to incorporate definitely the island of Hokkaido to Japan. For centuries, Japan saw the Ryukyu Islands as one of its territories. In 1871, the Mudan incident occurred: Taiwanese natives killed 54 Ryūkyūan sailors who became wreckage. At the time the Ryukyu Islands were claimed by both Qing China and Japan, and
Japan interpreted the incident as an attack on their citizens. They took steps to bring the islands in their jurisdiction: in 1872 The Japanese Ryukyu Domain was declared, and in 1874 counter-digestion to Taiwan was delivered, which was a breakthrough. The success of this expedition eradied Japan: even Americans
could defeat the Taiwanese in the 1867 Formosa Expedition. Very few gave a lot of thought at the time, but this was the first step in a Japanese series of expansion. Japan occupied Taiwan for the rest of 1874 and then left because of China's pressure, but in 1879 it finally annated the Ryukyu Islands. In 1875 Qing China
sent a team of 300 men to subdue taiwanese, but unlike the displaced Japanese, ambushed and 250 of their men were killed; The failure of this expedition reveals once again Qing China's failure to do effective control in Taiwan, and acts as another incentive for Japan for Taiwanese attachments. Finally, destructively
won the First China-Japanese War in 1894 including Taiwan. [92] In 1875 Japan took its first operation against Joseon Korea, another territory that for centuries it deepened; The Ganghwa Island incident made Korea open to international trade. Korea was attached in 1910. As a result of winning the Russian-Japanese
War in 1905, Japan took part from Sakhalin Island from Russia. Precisely, a victory against the Russian Empire fired the world: never before the Asian country defeated European powers [dubiously - discussed], and in Japan it was seen as a show. Japan's victory against Russia will act as antecedent for Asian countries
in the fight against Western powers for Decolonization. During World War I, Japan took German-leased territory in China's Shandong Province, as well as the Mariana Islands, Caroline, and Marshall, and kept the islands as leagues mandated countries. Initially, Japan was in a good position with the forces of world War I
victories, but different contradictions and dissatisfaction with agreements that cooled relations with them, for example, American pressure forced him to return the Shandong region. By the '30s, economic moodiness, resource insistence and growing in-demand in Allied powers made Japan lean hard Stand. Through this
decade, it will grow closer to Germany and Italy, forming together the Axis alliance. In 1931 Japan took Manchuria from China. The international reaction condemned this move, but japan's already strong skeptics against Allied countries meant it was however brought. [93] Japan marched to Zhengyangmen from Beijing
after capturing the city in July 1937. During the Second Ser-Japanese War in 1937, japanese troops invaded central China. Also, in 1938-1939 Japan made attempts to seize the Soviet territories of Russia and Mongolia, but suffered serious defeats (see Battle of Special Lakes, battle of Khalkhin Gol). Currently, relations
with allied forces are at the bottom, and international boycotts against Japan to disarm natural resources have been enforced. Therefore, military measures to gain access to them are needed, and therefore Japan attacks Pearl Harbor, bringing the United States to World War II. Using superior technological
advancements in naval aviation and modern doctrine of amkas and naval warfare, Japan achieved one of the fastest maritime expansion in history. By 1942 Japan had conquered much of East Asia and the Pacific, including eastern China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Burma (Myanmar), Malaysia, the
Philippines, Indonesia, part of New Guinea and many islands in the Pacific Ocean. Just as Japan's success and industrial victory against the Russian Empire was seen as an example among underdeved Asia-Pacific nations, Japan took advantage of this and promoted among its goals to jointly create the anti-European
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. This plan helps Japan garner support from the indigenous people during its conquest, particularly in Indonesia. However, the United States has a very strong military and industrial base and defeats Japan, disarming the conquest and returning its settlers back to Japan. [94] The
Dutch Main Article: Dutch Empire This section requires expansion. You can help by adding it. (April 2020) The Ottoman Empire troops marched in the main article of Aleppo: The Ottoman Empire and the evolution of the Ottoman Empire Region of the Ottoman Empire was an imperial state that ran from 1299 to 1922. In
1453, Mehmed the Conqueror captured Constantinople and made it its capital. During the 16th and 17th centuries, particularly at the height of its powers under the rule of Suleiman the Magnificent, the Ottoman Empire was a multinational empire, a powerful multilingual, intruding and colonizing most of Southeast Europe,
Western Asia, the Caucus, North Africa, and the Horns of Africa. Repeated aggression, and treatment Slavs led to the Great Migration of the Serbs to escape persecution. In the early 17th century the empire contained 32 regions and many vassal states. Part of it later into the empire, while others were given various
types of autonomy during centuries. [95] With Constantinople as the capital and land control around the Mediterranean basin, the Ottoman Empire was in the midst of interaction between the Eastern and Western worlds for six centuries. Following a long period of military setbacks against European powers, the Ottoman
Empire gradually deteriorated, losing control over much of its territory in Europe and Africa. Ottoman Empire in 1683; possession of the core in dark green; vassal or autonomous areas in light green. The rise of nationalism in the Ottoman Empire led to a breakdown of the Ottoman millet concept. An understanding of the
concept of national survival in the Ottoman Empire, which is different from the current one as it is centered on religion, is a major factor in the decline of the Ottoman Empire. By 1810 Egypt was effectively independent. In 1821-1829 the Greeks in the Greek War of Independence were aided by Russia, Britain and France.
In 1815 to 1914 the Ottoman Empire could only exist in a state of acute competition of superpowers, with Britain its main advocates, particularly in the 1853-1856 Crimean war, against Russia. After the Ottoman defeat in the Russo-Turkish War (1877-1878), Bulgaria, Serbia and Montenegro gained independence and
Britain took control of the Cyprus colonialists, while Bosnia and Herzegovina were occupied and annomized by the Austro-Hungarian Empire parted with Germany in World War I with the ambition of imperias recovering its lost territory, but it was dissolved after its decisive defeat. The national movement of Kemalis,
backed by the Russian Soviets, achieved victory in the course of the Turkish War of Independence, and the parties signed and ratified the Lausanne Treaty in 1923 and 1924. The Republic of Turkey was established. [96] Polish Commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania in the main article 1635: Polish Portuguese Empire Main
article: Second Portuguese Empire Area worldwide, at some point in their history, part of the Portuguese Empire of the Russian Empire &amp; Soviet Union See also: Criticism of the communist party's rule, the Russian Empire, and the Soviet Empire By the 18th century, the Russian Empire extended its control to the
Pacific, forming a similar border with the Qing Empire and the Japanese Empire. This happened in a large number of military aggressions in the east of the land, west, and its south. The 1792 Polish-Russian war occurred after Polish feasibility from the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth wrote the 3 May 1791 Constitution.
The war resulted in eastern Poland being conquered by Imperial Russia as a colony until 1918. The southern campaign involved a series of Russo-Persian Wars, which began with the 1796 Persian Expedition, resulting in the acquisition of Georgia (country) as Between 1800 and 1864, Imperial forces attacked the south
in the Conquest of Russia caucasus, pupil War, and the Russo-Circassian War. This last conflict led to the ethnic cleansing of Circassians from their land. The Conquest of Siberian Russia over Khanate was sibir took place in the 16th and 17th centuries, and resulted in the slaughter of various indigenous tribes by
Russia, including Daur, Koryaks, Orang Itelmens, Mansi and Chukchi. Russian colonization in Central and Eastern And Siberian Europe and indigenous treatment have been compared to European colonization of America, with similar negative effects on indigenous Siberians like Native Americans. The excitation of the



indigenous Siberian tribe is so complete that a relatively small population of only 180,000 is said to exist today. The Russian Empire exploited and suppressed the host cossacks during this period, before turning it into a special military estate of Sosloviye in the late 18th century. The Cossacks were later used in the
Imperial Russian campaign against other tribes. [97] But it would be a strong simplification to reduce Russia's expansion only to the military conquest. Ukraine's reunification with Russia took place in 1654, when Polish rule brought Ukrainian residents to rebels (see Pereyaslav Council). Another example was Georgia's
access to Russia in 1783. Given Georgia's history of aggression from the south, an alliance with Russia may have been seen as the only way to discourage or oppose the invasion of Persia and the Ottomans, while also establishing links to Western Europe (see The Georgievsk Treaty). Russian support helped establish
an independent Mongolian (independent from China) (see 1911 Mongolian Revolution). The maximum territorial levels of countries in the world under Soviet influence, after the 1959 Cuban Revolution and before the official Sino-Soviet split of the 1961 Bolshevik leaders had effectively asserted policing with about the
same as the empire by 1921, however with international ideology: Lenin specifically asserted the right to limit self-determination for the country's minority [98] Starting in 1923, the Indigenization policy [corenizatsiya] aims to support non-Russians developing their national culture in the socialist framework. Never officially
cancelled, it stopped being implemented after 1932[citation needed]. After World War II, the Soviet Union installed a socialist regime modelled on those that were installed in 1919-20 in the old Russian Empire, in areas of its occupied forces in Eastern Europe. [99] The Soviet Union and then the People's Republic of
China supported the revolutionary and communist movements in foreign countries and colonies to advance their own interests, but not always succeeded. [100] provided great assistance to Kuomintang in 1926-1928 in the formation of a unified Chinese government (see Northern Expedition). Despite relations with the
USSR deteriorating, but the USSR was the only world power that provided military assistance to China against Japan's invasion of 1937-1941 (see The Non-Invasion Alliance of Sino-Soviets). China's Communist victory in the 1946-1949 civil war relied on the great aid of the USSR (see Chinese Civil War). Trotsky, and
others, believes that the revolution can only succeed in Russia as part of the world revolution. Lenin writes extensively on the matter and famously declares that Imperialism is the highest level of capitalism. However, after Lenin's death, Joseph Stalin established 'socialism in one country' for the Soviet Union, creating a
model for further searching for Stalinist countries and cleaning up early International elements. The international tendency of the initial revolution will be left until they return in the frame of the client's state in competition with America during the Cold War. In the post-Stalin period in the late 1950s, new political leader
Nikita Khrushchev put pressure on Soviet-American relations beginning a new wave of anti-imperialist propaganda. In a speech at a UN conference in 1960, he announced the continuation of the war on imperialism, stating that soon citizens of different countries would come together and overthrew their imperiaist
leaders. While the Soviet Union declared itself anti-imperialist, critics argued that it showcased properties familiar to the historic empire. [101] [102] Some scholars held that the Soviet Union was a hybrid entity containing similar elements to both the multinational empire and the nation. Some have argued that the USSR
adopts colonialism as did other imperial powers and is conducting a long-standing Russian tradition of expansion and control. [103] Mao Zedong once argued that the Soviet Union itself had become an imperial force while maintaining the facials of the socialist building. Moreover, the ideas of imperialism have spread
widely in action over higher levels of government. Some Marxists in the Russian Empire and then the USSR, such as sultans Galiev and Vasyl Shakhrai, consider the Soviet regime a renewed version of imperialism and Russian colonialism. [104] Soviet imperialism involved the invasion of Hungary in 1956 to destroy
democratic forces. [105] Soviet imperialism was roundly condemned in 1979 when the USSR invaded Afghanistan to maintain a powerful friendly government. Aggression warns of Third World, as no Soviet intervention has been done, to the nature of Soviet imperialism. [106] It must be said that the USSR never called
itself an Empire unlike other world powers and that the use of such a name brought negative connotations. Key articles of the United States: Imperialism of the United States during an annasir of the Republic of Hawaii, 1898 Uncle Sam's belligerent cartoon put Spain on notice, c. 1898 Made up of the former colony itself,
the United States early expressed its opposition to Imperialism, at least in different forms of Manifest Destiny itself, through policies such as Monothe Doctrine. The United States reached a very significant territorial concession from Mexico during the Mexican-American War. Beginning in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, policies such as the intervention of Theodore Roosevelt in Central America and Woodrow Wilson's mission to make the world safe for democracy[108] changed all this. They are often supported by military forces, but are more often affected from behind the scenes. This is consistent with the general notion of
hegemony and imperium of the historical empire. [110] In 1898, the Americans who opposed imperialism created the Anti-Imperiaist League to counter us annasis of the Philippines and Cuba. A year later, the war erupted in the Philippines causing business, labor and government leaders in the US condemning American
occupations in the Philippines because they also denounced them for causing the deaths of many Filipino citizens. [111] American foreign policy was denounced as a racket by Smedley Butler, a former American general who has been a spokesman for the far left. [112] At the beginning of World War II, President Franklin
D. Roosevelt was against European colonialism, particularly in India. He withdrew when Britain's Winston Churchill demanded victory in the war became the first priority. Roosevelt expects the United Nations to take dedocidation problems. [113] Some described internal irritants between various groups of people as a
form of imperialism or colonialism. This interior form differs from U.S. imperialism that is not formary in the form of political and financial hegemony. [114] The internal form of imperialism also differs from the formation of the United States colony abroad. [114] Through the treatment of its indigenous people during western
expansion, the United States took the form of imperial power before any attempts at external imperialism. The interior form of this empire has been referred to as internal colonialism. [115] Participation in the African slave trade and subsequent treatment of 12 to 15 million Africans were seen by some to be a more
modern extension of internal colonialism. [116] However, these internal colonialism faced resistment, as did external colonialism, but the presence of anti-colonialism was far more prominent because of the almost complete dominance that the United States could assert both indigenous and African-Americans. [117] In
his lecture on 16 April 2003, Edward about modern imperialism in the United States, which he described as using the aggressive means of attacks on contemporary Orient, because of their backward lives, lack of democracy and violations of women's rights. The western world forgets during this process of converting the
rest that lighting and democracy are concepts that will not all agree. [118] Spain's Main Article: The Spanish Empire of Regions of the world that at one time is the territory of the Spanish Monarchy or the Empire. Spanish imperialism in the colonial era corresponded to the rise and deterioration of the Spanish Empire,
which was conventionally recognized as emerging in 1402 with the conquest of the Canary Islands. Following the success of the maritime cruise exploration carried out during the Discovery Age, as carried out by Christopher Columbus, Spain did a huge financial and military resource towards developing a steady navy
capable of conducting large-scale transatlantic expedition operations to create and strengthen a strong imperial presence across most of America, South America, and the geographical area Along with the support and sponsorship of the Spanish-language cruise transatlantic expedition is the use of Conquistadors, which
in turn expands the boundaries of Spanish imperialists through the acquisition and development of territory and colonies. [119] Imperialism in the Spanish colonies and territories of the Caribbean basin in the Caribbean basin (c. 1490 – c. 1660) In his congratulatory speech with the colonial activities competing european
imperialist power throughout the 15th – 19th century, Spain was equally involved in extending geomarkical powers. The Caribbean basin serves as a major geographical focus point for advocate Spanish imperialism. Just as Spain's strategic priorities placed towards achieving victory in the conquest of the Aztec Empire
and the Inca Empire, Spain placed a similar strategic emphasis on expanding the country's imperial footprint in the Caribbean basin. Echoes the current ideological perspective on colonialism and imperialism embraced by Spanish European rivals during the colonial era, including English, French, and Dutch, colonialism
used Spain as a way to expand imperial geopolitical boundaries and secure defense of maritime trade routes While harnessing colonialism in the same geographical operating theatre as its royal competitors, Spain maintained its different imperial objectives and embarked on a unique form of colonialism in support of its
imperiail agenda. Spain places significant strategic emphasis on acquisitions, extraction, and exportation of precious metals (especially gold and silver). The second objective is the evangelization of the indigenous subjugation residents living in rich and and great location but small rooms Notable examples of these
indigenous groups include Taίno population inhabiting Puerto Rico and the Cuban segment. Labour and slavery are obliged to be widely instituted across Spanish-occupied territories and colonies, with initial emphasis on directing labor towards mining activities and related methods to obtain semi-valuable metals. The
emergence of the Encomienda system in the 16-17th century in the colonies occupied in the Caribbean basin reflects a gradual shift in imperial priorities, increasingly focused on large-scale production and exportation of agricultural commodities. The scientific and controversial debate of Scope and the scale of Spain's
participation in imperialism in the Caribbean basin remains the subject of academic debate among historians. The fundamental source of contention stems from accidental conflation the concept of imperialism and colonialism. Furthermore, significant variations exist in the definitions and interpretations of these terms as
exposed by historians, anthropologists, philosophers, and political scientists. Among historians, there was great support in approaching imperialism as a conceptual theory that emerged in the 18th-19th century, particularly in Britain, spread by major exponents such as Joseph Chamberlain and Benjamin Disraeli. In
keeping with this theoretical perspective, Spanish activity in the Caribbean is not an ideologically driven component of imperialism. On the other hand, these activities are more accurately classified as representing a form of colonialism. Further diversity among historians can be attributed to various theoretical
perspectives on proposed imperialism by emerging academic schools of thought. Noteable examples include cultural imperialism, in which supporters such as John Downing and Annabelle Sreberny-Modammadi define imperialism as... conquest and control of one country by a more powerful one. [120] Cultural
imperialism marks the dimension of a process that goes beyond economic exploitation or military forces. Moreover, colonialism is understood to be... the form of imperialism in which the colony government is handled directly by foreigners. [121] Despite the perspective of the plunger and absence of unilateral directional
consensus on imperialism among historians, in the context of Spanish expansion in the Caribbean basin during the colonial era, imperialism can be interpreted as an overgimeened ideological agenda enshiled through colonialism institutions, imperialism can be interpreted as an overgile ideological agenda that is
undermined through colonialism institutions In this context, colonialism works as an instrument designed to achieve Sweden's main article: Colony Swedish state of Venezuela March, Guayana Esequiba region indicted by Venezuelan Republic of Venezuela Venezuela has a history of expansion actions to add regional
territory and influence. In the 20th century, Venezuela's national interest included securing Guayana Esequiba and maritime territory in the Caribbean. [122] Due to this interest, Guyana and Trinidad and Tobago fear venezuela's expansionist actions for its authority in the Caribbean and its actions on Guayana Esequiba.
[122] On November 12, 1962 Venezuela's foreign relations minister, Marcos Falcón Briceño [es], Denounced the validity of the Paris Arbitration Awards 1899, which benefited the United Kingdom, in the Fourth United Nations General Assembly Committee (UN) after the Memorandum of Mallet-Prevost was published,
arguing that Venezuelans considered the Award void for its intentions. Such complaints led to the 1966 Geneva Agreement shortly after Guyana's independence and venezuela's claim reforms to two-thirds of The Western province of Guyana, known as guayana Esequiba. [122] [124] According to Guyana, the 1969
Rupununi Uprising was a plot by Venezuela to reclaim part of the Esequiba province and that the Venezuelan government had armed rebels. [126] Valerie Hart, who had led the insurgency, had met venezuelan ministers at the time and was granted Venezuelan citizenship with birth. [126] The location of the People's
Temple Agriculture Project, better known as Jonestown, also stands not far from the disputed Guyana-Venezuelan border, with Guyanese officials hoping the presence of Americans would prevent potential military attacks. [128] During venezuela's presidential administration, Luis Herrera Campins, Venezuela sought to
benefit on the geopolitical stage using oil politics and continued territorial expansion. [129] In the 1980s, Guyana encouraged the purchase of defense bonds with President Guyanese Forbes Burnham stating Every bond we bought was a nail in the coffin of imperialism and invasion of Venezuela during a speech on May
1, 1982. [130] Days later on May 10, 1982, Venezuelan forces entered Guyana by crossing the Cuyuni River and intercepted by Guyanese soldiers who fired shots into the air, with Venezuelan troops then leaving hours after the confrontation. [130] The Guyan government will continue to repel Venezuela's intervention,
arresting several of their own officials who stated they were working for the Venezuelan government. [130] Following the election of Jaime Lusinchi as President of Venezuela in 1984, the country faced economic problems and Venezuelan influence in the region. [131] Guyana's support by their larger neighbours Brazil
also helped prevent Venezuela from making further territorial claims. [132] Bolivarian Republic During the period of President Hugo Chávez, it was stated Venezuelan imperialism began in Latin America, with Venezuela trying to establish a kind of hegemony over smaller countries in the region. [133] Venezuela's
geopolitical ideals flourished when oil profits increased on many foreign grounds involving oil politics. [134] Critics accused presidents Evo Morales and Rafael Correa in Ecuador of being the result of Venezuelan imperialism. [136] The Free Institute described Chávez as a populist caudillo [that] began the journey of
continental development and at that time the development of Venezuela ... as if it could not be blocked because crude oil's economic power had brought the country. [137] Noam Chomsky described Chávez's oil subsidies to Caribbean and South American countries as an influence buy, denied and called Venezuela's
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Triple Entente in the fight against Central Power on April 6, 1917. Its entry into the war was partly due to the reconnection of the German submarine warfare against the trade ship trade with France and Britain and even the interception of the Zimmermann Telegram. However, Wilson wants to avoid united States
involvement in longstanding European tensions between superpowers; if America is going to struggle, he wants to try to separate that participation in the war from dispute or ambition of nationalism. The need for moral goals is made even more important, when after the collapse of the Russian government, the Bolsheviks
reveal a secret agreement made between Allies. Wilson's speech also responded to Decre Vladimir Lenin on November 1917 Peace, shortly after the October Revolution in 1917. [2] The speech made by Wilson took many domestic progressive ideas and translated it into foreign policy (free trade, open agreements,
democracy and self-determination). Three days earlier United Kingdom Prime Minister Lloyd George had made a speech setting a UK war goal that froze some similarities to Wilson's speech but which suggested reparations were paid for by the Central Power and who were more ambiguous in his promises to the non-
Turkish subject of the Ottoman Empire. Fourteen Points in the speech was based on an Inquiry study, a team of about 150 advisers led by foreign policy adviser Edward M. House, into a topic that may arise in the expected peace conference. Background of the Original Fourteen Points Speech, January 8, 1918. The
immediate cause of the United States' entry into World War I in April 1917 was Germany's announcement of unlimited submarine warfare and sank its ships with Americans on board. But President Wilson's war was intended to skip the defense of maritime interests. In his WarTime Message to Congress, Wilson declared
that the objective of the United States was to chant the principles of peace and justice in world life. In some speeches earlier in the year, Wilson sketched out his vision of ending a war that would bring peace only and guaranteed, not merely the balance of new powers. [3] President Wilson subsequently began a secret
series of studies named Investigation, mainly focused on Europe, and by a group in New York that included geographers, historians and political scientists; the group was directed by Edward Edward House. [4] Their job is to review Allies and American policies in almost every region of the world and analyze the
economic, social, and political facts that may appear in discussions during peace conferences. [5] The group produced and collected nearly 2,000 separate reports and documents plus at least 1,200 maps. [5] These studies ultimately resulted in Wilson's speech to Congress on January 8, 1918, in which he established
America's long-term war objectives. The speech was an expression of intent most obviously made by any belligerent nation, and it projected Wilson's progressive domestic policy to the international arena. [4] The speech, known as Fourteen Points, was developed from a set of diplomatic points by Wilson[6] and territorial
points drafted by the inquest general secretary, Walter Lippmann, and his colleagues, Isaiah Bowman, Sidney Mezes, and David Hunter Miller. [7] Lippmann's provincial draft eye was a direct response to the secretive agreement of the European Allies, which Lippmann had indicated by Newton War Secretary D. Baker.
[7] Lippmann's task, according to the House, is to take a secret agreement, analyze acceptable parts, and separate them from persons deemed unacceptable, and then develop a position that concedes as much as possible, but takes poison.... Everything is locked in on a secret deal. [7] In the speech, Wilson directly
addressed what he viewed as the cause of the world war by calling for the abolition of secret treaties, a reduction in weapons, adjustments in colonial claims in the interests of both indigenous and colonial people, and sea freedom. [5] Wilson also made recommendations that would ensure world peace in the future. For
example, he proposed the removal of economic barriers between countries, the promise of self-determination for the country's minority,[5] and a world organization that would guarantee political independence and territorial integrity [of] large and small states equal—the Nations League. [3] Although Wilson's idealism
spoiled Fourteen Points, he also had a more practical objective in mind. He hoped to keep Russia in the war by convincing the Bolsheviks that they would accept better peace from allies, to improve the morale of allies, and to undermine the support of the German war. The address was welcomed in the United States and
Allied countries as well as by Bolshevik's leader, Vladimir Lenin, as a landmark repression in international relations. Wilson subsequently used Fourteen Points as the basis for comparing the Treaty of Versailles, which ended the war. [3] Wilson's Fourteen Points text as the only way to peace for the German government,
cartoons America, 1918. A map of Wilsonian Armenia and Kurdistan. [8] The border decision was made by Wilson. In a speech to Congress, President Wilson declared the eye considered to be the only possible basis of peace.:[9] Wikisource has the original text related to this article: Fourteen Eyes Speech I. Open
treaties of peace, openly arrived in, after which there is no private international understanding of any kind but diplomacy will be frank and in public view. II. Temporary freedom of navigation at sea, outside of territorial waters, just as in peace and in war, unless the sea can be closed in whole or in part by international
action for the enforcement of international treaties. III. The removal, to the extent possible, of all economic obstacles and the establishment of equality of trade conditions among all countries agrees to peace and relates themselves to its maintenance. IV. Sufficient assurance is given and taken that the country's return will
be reduced to the lowest point in line with domestic security. V. Independent, open-minded, and totally impaired adjustments of all colonial claims, based on strict principle compliance that in determining all questions of the sovereignty of the interests of the population in question must have the same weight as the fair
government whose title will be determined. VI. The transfer of all Russian territories and the resolution of all questions affecting Russia as will guarantee the best and independent cooperation of other countries in the world in getting uninformed and shy opportunities for the independent determination of his own political
development and national policy and assuring him of sincerity and, more than welcome, assistance is also every kind he may need and may want The treatment given by his sister countries in the coming months will be an acid test of their will of kindness, their understanding of his needs as distinguished from their own
interests, and their intelligent and unselfish sympathy. VII. Belgium, the rest of the world will agree, must be moved and restored, without any attempts to limit the sovereignty it enjoys along with all other independent countries. No other single act will work because this will serve to restore confidence among the countries
in the legislation they have set and determined to government their relationship with each other. Without this act of healing the whole structure and the validity of international law is forever affected. VIII. All French territories should be released and restored parts, and the wrongly done to France by Prussia in 1871 in the
case of Alsace-Lorraine, who had been dissecting world peace for almost fifty years, should be correct, in order may once again be made safe in the best interests of all. IX. An Italian border adjustment should be implemented together clearly citizenship line. X. The people of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the
countries we want to see are protected and secure, should be given an independent opportunity for autonomous development. [10] XI. Romania, Serbia, and Montenegro should be deported; occupied territory restored; Serbia gives free and secure access to the sea; and the relationship of several Balkan states with each
other determined by friendly lawyers along historical lines established loyalty and citizenship; and international assurances on the political and economic freedoms and territorial integrity of several Balkan states should be applied. XII. The Turkish division of the Ottoman empire should now be given assurances of safe



sovereignty, but other nationalities currently under Ottoman rule should be guaranteed undocumented the safety of life and opportunities for totally uncontrollable autonomous development, and the Dardanelles should be opened permanently as a free route to ships and trade XIII. An independent Polish state should be
erected that should include territory inhabited by an irrefutable Polish population, which should be guaranteed free and secure access to the sea, and which political and economic freedoms and territorial integrity should be secured by international treaties. XIV. The general association of countries must be formed under a
specific agreement for the purpose of providing mutual assurance about political freedoms and territorial integrity to large and small states. Wilson's Allies reaction with 14 points picked between competing claims. Babies represent british, French, Italian, Polish, Russian, and enemy claims. American political cartoon,
1919. Wilson was initially thought to leave his speech after Lloyd George delivered a speech outlining the goal of the British war, mostly similar to Wilson's aspirations, at Caxton Hall on January 5, 1918. Lloyd George stated that he had consulted with great Dominance leaders abroad before making his speeches, so it
would appear that Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Newfoundland were in broad agreements. [11] Wilson was persuaded by his advisers House to go ahead, and Wilson's speech oversand Lloyd George and was better remembered by the posterity. [12] The speech was made without prior coordination
or negotiation with wilson counterparts in Europe. Clemenceau, having heard fourteen Points, is said to have satirized, a good God has only ten! (Le bon Dieu n'en avait que dix!). As the main public statement of the war was intended, it became fundamental to the terms of the German surrender at the end of the First
World War. After the speech, House sought the acceptance of Fourteen Points by the Entente leader. On 16 October 1918, the President Wilson Wilson Sir William Wiseman, the British intelligence chief in America, had an interview. The interview is one of the reasons why the German government accepted Fourteen
Points and the principles set out for peace negotiations. [citation required] The report was made as a negotiating point, and Fourteen Points was subsequently received by France and Italy on November 1, 1918. Britain subsequently signed all eyes except sea freedom. [13] The United Kingdom also wants Germany to
make counter-payments for the war, and thinks that should be added to Fourteen Points. The speech was delivered 10 months before Armistice with Germany and became the cornerstone of the terms of the German surrender, as negotiated at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. [14] The power of the Speech Center
was widely disseminated as an Allied propaganda instrument and translated into many languages for the spread of globality. [15] Copies were also dropped behind the German line, to encourage Central Power to surrender in expectations of a new settlement. [5] Indeed, in a note sent to Wilson by prince Maximilian of
Baden, the German imperialist chancellor, in October 1918 asked for immediate gun and peace negotiations based on Fourteen Points. [16] U.S. Theodore Roosevelt, in a January 1919 article titled, the League of Nations, published in Metropolitan Magazine, warns: If the League of Nations is built on documents as high-
sounding and as meaningless as a speech in which Mr Wilson puts fourteen points, it will only add another scrap to the diploma will be interpreted ... means nothing or anything. [17] Senator William Borah after 1918 pronounced this treacherous and treacherous scheme the United Nations League was buried in hell and
promised that if he had his way it would be 20,000 leagues under the sea. [18] The Versailles Agreement This section requires additional quotations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Unsourced materials can be challenged and removed. (January 2019) (Learn how and
when to remove this template message) President Wilson contracted the Spanish flu early in the Paris Peace Conference and became severely ill with high fever and delirium bouts. [19] Gave way to French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau to advance far different claims from Wilson's Fourteen Points. Clemenceau
saw Germany as unfairly achieved an economic victory over France as German army heavy damage dealt with the French industry even during the Retreat of Germany, and he expressed dissatisfaction over the French allies at the peace conference. Mainly, Article 231 Agreement to be known as the War Guilty Clause,
seen by the Germans as full responsibility for the war and its damages on Germany; However, the same clause was included in all the peace treaties and historian Sally Marks has stated that only German diplomats see it as a responsibility for the war. Allies will initially rate 269 billion marks in reparations. In 1921, this
figure was established in 192 billion marks. However, only a fraction of the amount to be paid. The figure was designed to appear to impose and show the public that Germany is being punished, but it also acknowledges what Germany cannot realistically pay. Germany's ability and willingness to pay for that amount
continues to be a topic of debate among historians. [20] Germany was also denied air force, and the German army did not exceed 100,000 men. The text of Fourteen Points was widely circulated in Germany as a propaganda before the end of the war and was notorious by the Germans. The difference between this
document and the Final Agreement of Versailles fueled great anger in Germany. [22] German anger over the presentation and the War Guilty Clause was seen as a contributing factor to the rise of National Socialism. At the time of Armistice 11 November 1918, foreign troops only entered the Border prewar Germany
twice: at the Battle of Tannenberg in East Prussia and following the Battle of Mulhouse, a French military settlement in the Thann valley. This was both in 1914. The lack of any Allies attack at the end of the War contributed to the mythical popularization of stab-in-the-back in German after the war. Wilson was awarded
the 1919 Nobel Peace Prize for generating his peace. Ukraine's dissent at the time of the Ukrainian delegation failed to receive any support from France and the UK. Although some consensus was reached, but the two states did not provide real support because in general their agenda was to restore Poland and united
Russian anti-bolsheviks. [23] Thus, representatives of Ukrainian Arnold Margolin and Teofil Okunevsky had high hopes for american missions, but in the end found it more categories than France and the British: This meeting, which took place on June 30, made a remarkable impact on both Okunevsky and me. Lansing
shows complete ignorance of the situation and blindness in Kolchak and Denikin. He categorically pointed out that the Ukrainian government recognized Kolchak as the supreme ruler and leader of all anti-Bolshevik forces. When it comes to Wilson's principle, the edification that has been practiced in relation to the
people of the former Austro-Hungarian monarchy, Lansing said that he only knew about the single Russians and that the only way to restore Russia was the federal in the United States. When I tried to prove to him that the example of the United States testified to the need for the early existence of separate states as for
any possible agreement between them in the future, he avoided responding and began again stubbornly urging us to recognize Kolchak. [...] That's how in reality these principles are implemented. United States supports Kolchak, England - Denikin and Yudenich, France - Galler... Only Petliura is left without support.—
Arnold Margolin, Ukraine and Entity Policy (Jewish and Citizen Notes) Notes - Irwin Unger, United States (2007) 561. ^ Hannigan, Robert E. (2016-11-11). Great War and American Foreign Policy, 1914-24. University of Pennsylvania Press. pp. 125-129. ISBN 9780812248593. ^ b Fourteen Points Wilson, 1918 - 1914-
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